Poets and Poetry of New England -
General Sources

The following is a list of useful general poetry criticism, and useful sources on New England life and culture. For poetry criticism or other sources about a particular poet we're studying, please see that poet's individual page.


Baker, George M., ed. *Medley Dialect Recitations (Yankee Dialect Recitations).* 1887.


Cook, R.J. *One Hundred and One Famous Poems, with a Prose Supplement.* Chicago: 1924.


Hall, Donald. *Their ancient glittering eyes : remembering poets and more poets : Robert Frost, Dylan Thomas, T.S. Eliot, Archibald MacLeish, Yvor Winters, Marianne*


Heaney, Seamus. The place of writing; introduction by Ronald Schuchard. Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, [c1989]

Herringshaw, Thomas William, 1858- ed. Local and national poets of America, with interesting biographical sketches and choice selections from over one thousand living American poets; ed. and comp. under the supervision of Thos.W. Herringshaw. Chicago, American publishers' association, 1890.


*Voices and Visions* video series (available at AIMS Library in Goodell Building). Elizabeth Bishop Emily Dickinson Robert Lowell Sylvia Plath
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